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Discussion on future of 
Simulations & SW Development
DRD1 Community meeting on March 1-3
1h time-slot to discuss possible common software developments (Wires, TPC, RPC, MPGD)
We would like to start the discussion already today 

I have asked to a selection of colleagues to make a set of slides 
concerning future developments or future directions in Software & Simulation
3-4 slides for a 5’ presentation, with 5’ for discussion and questions

• Future Garfield++ developments - Heinrich Schindler 
• NeBEM & COMSOL possibilities - Supratik Mukhopadhyay
• Simulation of Resistive Elements - Djunes Janssens
• Discharge modeling and simulation - Piotr Gasik
• Ion Drift, Ion Clustering and Penning - Ozkan Sahin
• Simulation of negative Ions in Garfield++ - Elisabetta Baracchini
• Fast simulation for MPGDs - Riccardo Farinelli
• Scintillation simulation in Garfield++ - Diego Gonzalez Diaz
• Charge recombination modelling - Faustino Gomez
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Primary ionisation

Heed

Based on (an extended version of) the PAI model.
Widely used for simulating ionisation by fast charged particles.
A feature that is currently missing is the simulation of multiple scattering.
Other potential refinements include

using molecular instead of atomic photoabsorption cross-sections,
implementing a more detailed simulation of atomic relaxation.

Degrade

Degrade (S. Biagi) simulates ionisation by electrons, using the same set of
cross-sections as Magboltz.
Interface to Garfield++ to be developed.
One could also use the cross-sections available in Degrade and port the Monte Carlo
simulation to C++.

Other projectiles

For simulating heavy ions, interfaces to SRIM/TRIM are available but have limitations.
Are there alternative packages with a similar scope?
Additional examples for interfacing Geant4 and Garfield++ and/or wrappers could
also be useful.
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Electric fields

Field maps

MPGD simulations typically use field maps exported from FEM solvers (Ansys,
Comsol, Elmer, . . . ).
If needed, similar interfaces to other solvers (e. g. Maxwell) and support for
additional element types could be implemented.
Interpolation in the field map is usually a significant contributor to the CPU time of a
simulation program. Could profit from performance optimization.
For iterative calculations, a direct interface with a field solver would be very useful.
Is there interest in magnetic field maps?

Wire chambers
Some features available in “classic” Garfield like the SET instruction in the &OPTIMISE
section have not been ported yet.
Computation of wire sag, multipole terms have been translated but should be
validated/tested more extensively.
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Charge transport

Electron avalanches

Microscopica tracking (Monte Carlo simulation based on electron-atom/molecule
cross-sections à la Magboltz) has become standard for MPGDs.

The method used in AvalancheMicroscopic corresponds to the one in Magboltz with
background gas motion switched off.
For some cases (e. g. low pressure), the stepping algorithm might need to be improved.

Easy to use and important for simulating stochastic effects, but can become slow when
dealing with high gain and/or large distances.
Could profit from code optimisation to better exploit modern CPUs or GPUs and clever
ideas for dealing with large avalanche sizes (super particles, transition to hydrodynamic
methods, . . . ).
We usually assume that the electrons (and ions) move in a static field, independently
from each other. Simulation of scenarios where that assumption is not valid (space
charge, recombination, . . . ) is currently not (at all) straightforward.

aAs opposed to calculating the average drift path based on macroscopic transport coefficients.
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Charge transport

Excitation transfer
At present, Penning effects are simulated based on effective transfer probabilities
determined from fits to measured gain curves.
In principle, Penning transfer could also be simulated microscopically. This requires
however a wealth of input data:

radiative transition rates, lineshapes, photoabsorption cross-sections and ionization yields,
rate constants and ionization yields for collisional quenching, . . .

These sets of data are also needed for a microscopic modelling of electroluminescence
(e. g. in optical TPCs).

Ion transport
Ion drift lines are simulated macroscopically, with a drift velocity vD =KE calculated
from literature values for the (reduced) mobility K(0) – if available.
One usually uses a single set of mobilities for all ions in the mixture.
A first major improvement would be to have a recommended/default set of mobility
data for commonly used mixtures.
Development of a “microscopic” method (including charge transfer, formation of
clusters, . . . ) would require a lot of work (and input data).
Basic functionality for drifting negative ions exists, but detachment is not yet
implemented.
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Signals

At present, time-dependent weighting potentials (see Djunes’ talk) can be calculated
analytically (for simple geometries) or using Comsol. Are there other field solvers with
which this can be done?
Function for adding white noise to a signal pulse exists. Should be extended to support
1/f noise (and, more generally, arbitrary frequency spectra).

Other

Code refactoring for concurrency/parallelism.
Make interfaces more Python-friendly.
Overhaul “event displays” and other viewers.
Improve documentation.
. . .
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Possibilities related to 
COMSOL and neBEM

Supratik Mukhopadhyay

on behalf of

Detector Applications Laboratory, SINP



COMSOL

Present status

• Works in a hybrid mode in which primary ionization details 
are obtained from Heed / Geant4 and transport properties 
are computed using Magboltz.

• Hydrodynamic simulation of basic detector parameters 
such as gain, energy resolution was carried out. The 
Transport of Diluted Species (TDS) module was found to be 
very useful for this purpose.

• Discharge simulation including preliminary assessment of 
discharge probability was possible.

• Space charge simulation illustrating its effects on electric 
field and detector parameters such as gain was performed.

• Detailed computation of electric field considering the 
effects of surface and volume currents in resistive 
components of RPCs has been performed.

Future projections

• Use of Charged Particle Tracking (CPT) module to improve 
simulations that require particle description.

• Implement improved boundary conditions for more 
realistic simulations.

• Study the applicability and limitations of deterministic 
simulations.

• Improve representation of statistical processes.

• Further exploration of effects of space charge, charging 
up and resistive components.
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neBEM
Present status:
• Very precise potential and electric field

values are obtained for any 2D / 3D
geometry.

• Competitively accurate w.r.t any other
commercial FEM / BEM package.

• Parallelized using OpenMP.
• Field maps and reduced order modeling

crudely implemented.
• Preliminary implementation of space

charge and charging up simulations.
• Open source, available from CERN

website. Released along with Garfield++
since 2019.

Future projects:
• Orders of magnitude improvement in speed is possible:

➢ FMM / GMRES or similar algorithms.
➢ Improved parallelization (OpenMP, GPU, other

technologies).
➢ Smaller data storage and faster flow.
➢ Use of lookup tables to replace time-consuming

mathematical functions.
• Improvements in geometry modeler, surface mesh

generation, adaptive mesh.
• Space charge and charging up simulation to be improved

significantly. Charge transport through dielectrics is
another important area to be explored.

• Magnetostatics to be incorporated.
• Limited electrodynamics, e.g., problems related to

surface and volume currents to be included.
• Poisson equation is generic – other areas of application

need to be explored.
• GUI, if possible.
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Space charge

• Present status

• COMSOL based studies for GEM and RPCs.
• Influence of space charge on electric field, gain and 

formation of discharge.

• “Garfield++-Heed-Magboltz-neBEM” based 
studies on space charge in RPCs.

• Influence of space charge on the growth and 
saturation of an avalanche.

• Introduction of a new Garfield++ class that carried 
out parallelized avalanche computation and 
considered line charges (and their reflections) to 
represent space charge.

Future projections

• Enrich the present studies. Extend investigations 
for other detectors.

• Improve space charge computation in neBEM. 
Surface distribution (rather than line) can be more 
realistic representation of space charge.
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Thank you!
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Presenter Name

Date

RD51 Mini-Week

DRD1 Preparation - Simulation of Resistive Detectors

Djunes Janssens

djunes.janssens@cern.ch

Supervisors: J. D’Hondt , E. Oliveri, W. Riegler, H. Schindler and R. Veenhof.

February  27th, 2023



Detectors with resistive elements become increasingly more popular in our community to improve the 
performance and stability of our detectors.

Overview

1

T. Alexopolous et al., NIM A 640 (2011) 110.

Signal formation:

• Importing 2D COMSOL solutions into Garfield++
• Inclusion of non-uniformities and defects in resistive electrodes
• General form of the Ramo-Shockley theorem

Quenching of sparks:

• Possible synergy with P. Gasik suggestions.

D. S. Bhattacharya et al., J. Phys. Conf. Ser. 1498 (2020) 012032 

Measurments:

Simulation:

https://indico.cern.ch/event/1242811/contributions/5282877/


Currently we are not able to calculation signals in detectors where signal propagation times and 
radiation effects are not negligible, like transmission lines and antennas.

Ramo-Shockley theorem and its extensions

2

• Geometries including space-charge
G. Cavalleri, E. Gatti et al., NIM 92 (1971), 137-140

• Signals on electrodes connected with impedance elements
E. Gatti, G. Padovini and V. Radeka, NIM 193 (1982) 651-653

• Permittivity and non-linear materials
L. A. Hamel, M. Julien, Proceedings of SPIE vol. 4507 (2001), 255-263
L. A. Hamel, M. Julien, NIMA 597 (2008), 207-211

• Geometries that contain material of finite resistivity
W. Riegler, NIMA 491 (2002), 258-217
W. Riegler, NIMA 535 (2004), 287-293
W. Riegler, NIMA 940 (2019) 453-461

• General Maxwell compliant form using Lorentz-reciprocity
W. Riegler and P. Windischhofer, NIMA 980 (2020) 164471

W. Riegler and P. Windischhofer, Nucl. Instrum. Meth. A 980 (2020) 164471



Alongside these desirable effects, other “secondary” processes play a role in the performance of 
resistive detectors. 

Overview

3

Rate capability studies:

• Already great progress in the form of equivalent circuits:
Zhujun Fang et al., Nucl. Instrum. Meth. A 1032 (2022) 166615

• This could be extended using finite element solvers, the solution 
of which can be imported into Garfield++

Thermal or Johnson Noise:

• Simulate noise contribution based on the power spectrum of of a 
detector with impedance Z(i⍵). PICOSEC simulation



Space-charge effects and resistive elements

4

C. Lippmann and W. Riegler, Nucl. Instrum. Meth. A  517 (2004) 54–76

Resistive materials that collect electrons need time to spread and evacuate their charge 
from the collection area.

Locally this can result in the collapsing of the amplification field, limiting the growth of the 
avalanches of subsequent clusters.

Simulation work:



Space-charge effects and resistive elements

5

For those who like equations 

A way of implementing this is to include the analytical dynamic potential of the charge in 
a parallel plate type geometry.

Resistive planes

Cathode

z

r

Q
(𝑟, 𝑧) = (0, 𝑧𝑝)

𝜀1

𝜀3

𝑔

𝑏



Space-charge effects and resistive elements

6

This potential, which only needs to be evaluated once over all possible z positions, 
needs to integrated over the drifting particles.

The resulting field will then be a corrention factor to the applied static field inside the geometry.

Resistive planes

Cathode

z

r
Resistive planes

Cathode

z

r

Solutions



DRD1 WG4 preparation:

Discharge modelling & simulation

P. Gasik
(personal view)

RD51 mini-week

27.02.2023
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What we can (Geant) 

• Reproduce discharge curves obtained with different MPGDs

• Predict discharge rate with different sources and geometries

• Predict gas effects (more discharges with heavier gases)

• Evaluate discharge limits, incl. discharge dev. time

• Understand the effects related to charge density

– Stacks (GEMs, GEM+MMG)

– Magnetic field influence

– Electric field influence

– Emission angle, track length, drift lengths

– Drift and diffusion
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Figure 4: (Colour online) Discharge probability as a function of the GEM absolute gain. The bands indicate the outcome of the simulation, while the points
correspond to measurements. The integration time in the simulation is 50 ns for Ne-CO2 (90-10), 30 ns for Ar-CO2 (90-10) and 40 ns for Ar-CO2 (70-30) and
Ne-CO2-N2 (90-10-5). The uncertainties of the measurement are typically smaller than the marker size. The width of the simulation bands is related to the range of
the value of critical charge density. See text for details.
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Figure 5: (Colour online) Discharge probability as a function of the drift length at a fixed value of GEM absolute gain. The bands indicate the outcome of the
simulation, while the points correspond to measurements. The integration time in the simulation is 50 ns for Ne-CO2 (90-10), 30 ns for Ar-CO2 (90-10) and 40 ns
for Ar-CO2 (70-30) and Ne-CO2-N2 (90-10-5). The uncertainties of the measurement are typically smaller than the marker size, while the arrow for the last point
indicates an upper limit. The width of the simulation bands is related to the range of the value of critical charge density. See text for details.
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JINST 7 (2012) C06009

NIM A659 (2011) 91

NIM A 870 (2017) 116

NIM A 1047 (2023) 167730

NIM A621 (2010) 177

JINST 16 (2021) P09001
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What we can (FEM)

• We can simulate streamer formation using a simplified hydrodynamic model

(no photoionization, diffusion-assisted streamers).

• The model:

– Seems to describe qualitatively fast breakdown in MPGDs

– Gives correct breakdown limit for GEM

– Seems to reproduce SQS in needles

– Allows to simulate space charge effects, and their time development

• We can optimize geometry, simulate hot spots, etc.

IEEE (2015) 1

P. Fonte, MPGD Stability workshop, TUM 2018 (link)

P.
 F
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 2
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8

JoP 1498 (2020) 012032

JoP 1498 (2020) 012032

P. Roy (link)

https://indico.cern.ch/event/709670/
https://indico.cern.ch/event/1110129/contributions/4724124/
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The effort needs to continue

• Continue discharge simulations in new MPGD structures with currently available tools/models

• Update the tools/models J

• Discharge development with resistive layers
(more and more experimental data available, see e.g. JINST 17 P11004)

DLC THGEM
∼20 MΩ/□

© DDG LAB Frascati INFN
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MPGDs in SQS mode?

• Discharge probability could be reduced if a radial shape E-field is formed in the MPGD avalanche gap
• Both simulation and R&D effort. Still need for optimization, but ideas on the market!

• RD51 Common Project: “Discharge Consortium in quest for Spark-Less-Avalanche-Microstructures”

P. Fonte, “Simulations of discharge phenomena”, RD51 Meeting, TU Munich 2018 (link)

Needle + InGrid Cathodeless CAT

© P. Fonte © P. Fonte
μ-strip SLAM with R-walls

https://indico.cern.ch/event/709670/contributions/3008591/
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What would be good to have/answer?

• Simulation of an avalanche process and its transition to a streamer (Garfield++)

– Qcrit dependency on the gas mixture ➙ fundamental transport properties of a given gas? 

– Detailed simulations to describe and explain the observed differences

• Understand discharge probability and Qcrit values obtained with different geometries

– Qcrit for both GEM and THGEM structures agree with each other, in spite of geometrical differences!

– The “effective volume” for a streamer creation in a THGEM may be comparable to the size of a GEM

– Detailed simulations of streamer formation are necessary!

NIM A 1047 (2023) 167730
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What would be good to have/answer?

• Simulation model describing secondary (propagated, delayed) discharges developing in the gaps between subsequent foils in a stack.

– Mechanism ➙ still a topic of a debate. 

– Need to understand the entire process and, if possible, to eliminate the cause of these violent events completely.

– Model development of a primary discharge in a GEM hole and its subsequent transition to a gap discharge, taking into account:

• Space-charge densities

• Drift and amplification of charges, ion bombardment

• Heating of the electrodes …

• … and thermionic emission from the latter.

NIM A 937 (2019) 168

NIM A 937 (2019) 168

JINST 14 (2019) P08024 NIM A 940 (2019) 262

NIM A 1019 (2021) 165829



Argon❖Ar* + CO2 → Ar + CO2
+ + e-

➢Ar* 3p53d (13.8 eV) and higher excitations 
can ionise CO2 (IP: 13.77 eV)

❖Ar* + iC4H10 → Ar + iC4H10
+ + e-

➢All excited Argon atoms can ionise iC4H10

(IP: 10.67 eV)

➢The lowest excited Argon 11.55 eV  

● Penning energy rates ( rPen ) can be 
extracted from the measured gas gain 
by using transport parameters of 
Magboltz!

e-+ A→A* : excitation → what happens ? Michel Penning explains
1. F.M. Penning, The starting potential of the glow discharge in neon argon mixtures between large parallel plates: II. Discussion of the ionisation and

excitation by electrons and metastable atoms, Physica, Volume 1 (1934).
2. M.J. Druyvesteyn and F.M. Penning, The Mechanism of Electrical Discharges in Gases of Low Pressure, Rev. Mod. Phys., 12 (1940).

e-+ A→A+ + 2e- : ionisation → Townsend coefficients

Penning Energy Transfers 

Penning corrected gas gain

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/S0031-8914(34)80298-4
http://dx.doi.org/10.1103/RevModPhys.12.87


without any correction

with Penning transfer

with Penning and feedback corrections

( )GGGTotal b-= 1/:

Photo-electrons:
in gas itself
from cathode

insufficiant absorption in gas

Secondary, delayed avalanches
over exponential increases at high gas gains

A* ® A + g

Penning corrected gas gain

Calculation Method 
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v Numerator: increase the ionizations

v Denominator: excitation loses

1) Excimers
2) Collosional ionizations
3) Radiative energy transfers

Model of the energy transfer probabilities (Ar-CO2)



1) Ar – Xe
2) Ar – CO2

3) Ar – CH4

4) Ar – C2H2

5) Ar – C2H6

6) Ar – C3H8

7) Ar – iC4H10

8) He – iC4H10

9) Ne – iC4H10

10) Ne – CO2

11) Ne – CO2 – N2

12) Ne – N2

13) Xe – TMA
14) Xe – CO2 (not finished)

Investigated
Penning
Mixtures v The Penning effect cannot be ignored in gas gain simulations

v Penning energy transfer rates can be derived from the
measured gas gains
v They have a wide application area for all gas detectors

v Transfer rate models can be used to separate the efficiency of
the different physical processes playing a role in avalanche
multiplications.
v Each gas mixture has its own unique and interesting

combination of avalanche properties.

v Gain fits also provides feedback parameters

1) C3H8 – CO2 – N2 : Propane-
based tissue equivalent (TEG) mixture

2) CH4 – CO2 – N2 : Methane-
based tissue equivalent (TEG) mixture

3) Pure CO2 : proves that the cross
sections in Magboltz are correct

Investigated Non-Penning Mixtures
v Medical applications: 

correct dose determination
v Learn about dissociations

like CH3, CH2, CH, C, CO,
O, O2, N

Some outputs 



Penning Transfer Implementation for Garfield++ 

https://garfieldpp.web.cern.ch/examples/penning/

❖ Many Garfield++ users have inquired about the energy 
transfer rates to be utilized and where to obtain these 
numbers before performing calculations

➢Indeed, the rates can be accessed from the literature, but 
more practical method would be helpful 

➢An automated version of Penning transfer rate 
calculation has been added to Garfield++ with the 
available data in the literature

➢The users have had access to the implementation since 
Oct 2nd of 2021

➢ Models are still needed for many gas mixtures !!!

Available models 

https://garfieldpp.web.cern.ch/examples/penning/


v New investigations for other mixtures are needed:
v There are still missing rPen(p,c) models for Garfield++ users,
v They can be constructed by extracting Penning rates from the
systematic gas gain measurements (pressure and concentration
dependences).

v Penning extraction and modelling for Ternary mixtures. Examples:
v Ar/CO2/CF4 40/15/45 (LHCb GEM)
v Ar/CO2/iC4H10 (Atlas MM): in progress

v Non-equilibrium effects, especially at high e-field gradients, should be
carefully worked (in progress).
v Very interesting effect in the avalanche formations.

v The feedback processes in gas gains should be extensively researched.
v As a start, it can be useful to model the available parameters.

NEXT



1)Collosional ionizations (p1 ≈ 47 %)
➢Ar* + B → Ar + B+ + e-

■ B: CO2 or CO2 + iC4H10

2)c = 0 refers to transfer rate in Ar 93 %-CO2 7 %

p3/p2 ≈ 30 % is comparable with earlier data

Ar-CO2-iC4H10 mixtures (ongoing work)



What exists and what we dream for
Negative ion drift simulation

E. Baracchini, Gran Sasso Science Institute



Negative ion drift amplification simulation of pure SF6

From H. Ishiura talk at RD51 workshop Nov 2021

Published on J.Phys.Conf.Ser. 1498 (2020) 1, 012018



Negative ion drift GEM amplification simulation: results

Last process dominates due to cross 
section threshold

Main e- detachment processes
Main mechanisms for F- production

From J.Phys.Conf.Ser. 1498 (2020) 1, 012018

Cross section and threshold model 
dependence on electric field 

Cross section model 
reproduces data within 

a factor 2

NEED TO KNOW cross 
sections for simulation



• What about mixtures? i.e. He:SF6 as the foreseen gas for CYGNUS


• What about mixtures with poliatomic gases? i.e. He:SF6:CF4 as in CYGNO


• Pure SF6 cross sections have been measured….but what about SF6 - X cross sections?


• Is it possible to measure such cross sections?


• Need a dedicated cross section measurements campaing?

Amplification simulation nearly works..for pure SF6
From Astropart.Phys. 33 (2010) 216-220

Take away message: multiple 
c o m p o n e n t s ( e s p e c i a l l y i f 
poliatomic) in a gas mixture 
significantly complicates the 
picture given the many possible 
interaction/processes that can 
take place (not only in terms of e- 
detachment, see later) 



everybody is thinking thermal….but it might not be so trivial!
And what about diffusion in drift?

He:CF4:SF6 59/39.4/1.6 
@ 650 mbar 

factor 4 below thermal

E. Baracchini talk at MPGD 2022
From the original NID paper

Nucl.Instrum.Meth.A 440 (2000) 355-359

Even though thermal behaviour is claimed in the 
text, working out the numbers factor 2-3 below 
thermal is found + falling faster than 1/sqrt(E) 

expected from thermal

Nucl.Instrum.Meth.A 555 (2005) 55-58

Effective diffusion temperature 
dependence on amount of Ar, going 

below the thermal limit

To my understanding, polyatomic gases allow for the possibility of loosing energy in many more ways than single atomic 
species drifting in same species gases and therefore inelastic collisions needs to be properly taken into account in the 

diffusion. Exact calculation of inelastic collision between polyatomic atoms are very difficult (impossible?) to solve

Chemical Physics 
Volume 54, Issue 3, 15 January 1981, Pages 341-364 



• Gain simulation for multiple amplification structures:


• GEMs, Micromegas, MMTHGEM, MWPC…


• Gain simulation for gas mixtures, including polyatomic


• More measurements with more diverse drift fields/pressures/
gases/gas mixtures/amplification structures to compare with  
and on which optimise simulations


• Diffusion simulation for polyatomic gas mixtures with elastic and 
inelastic collision integrals calculation


• …just a guess of what is missing from the thermal picture behaviour, need to be verified

from reasonable to dreams
Wishlist



Parametrization 
of a MPGD

Ionization

Electron drift

Amplification

Resistive

Induction

Readout

1Riccardo FarinelliRD51 Collaboration meeting, Feb 2023 - CERN

We know, Garfield++ is an excellent tool to simulate a MPGD. It can take care of 
many parameters involved.

This approach is fine if we want to simulate a single event from the ionization to the 
readout.

We know also that the events are statistically different and then to evaluate the 
proper performance of a detector large statistic is needed.

Now, is the Garfield approach valid for large statistic? The detector parameters do 
not change (geometry, gas, HV) but it changes only the ionization and (of course) 
the signal induced on the readout.

Could we think about a tool to parametrize inside Garfield++ electron diffusion and 
amplification with dedicated simulation to speed-up large statistic simulation?

e.g. I simulate the GEM gain with 1M events and I create a gain distribution then if I 
have to do this simulation, I can sample from the distribution.
We could create repository and speed-up most of the simulation performed in the 
MPGD community.



Repositories

2Riccardo Farinelli

About repositories, we could share the code related to many simulation used for 
reproduce a MM, a GEM, a µRWELL. 

There is an amazing User Guide for Garfield++ but we could create a guide also 
for application of Garfield++ for MPGD

e.g. extend the already existing pages [1] [2] with a “distributed code” to 
speed-up the knowledge sharing and the upgrades of the community

RD51 Collaboration meeting, Feb 2023 - CERN

https://garfieldpp.web.cern.ch/garfieldpp/documentation/UserGuide.pdf
https://rd51-public.web.cern.ch/wgactivities-wg4
https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/MPGD/WG4-Simulation


Resistive simulation

3Riccardo Farinelli

In literature there are several 
approaches to this problem [1] [2].

What about a new class inside 
Garfield++ to “filter” the induced current 
through the resistive layer?

customized for strip 1D

no charge
dispersion

charge 
dispersion
included

RD51 Collaboration meeting, Feb 2023 - CERN

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0168900206011399
https://indico.cern.ch/event/1138814/contributions/4918486/attachments/2462640/4222374/A%20parametric%20simulation%20of%20the%20%C2%B5-RWELL%20detector.pdf


Garfield++,Geant4 and digitization

4Riccardo Farinelli

Garfield++ is used by the detector community for R&D.

Geant4 is used the experiment community for physics performance.

Existing works already interface the two tools [1] [2]. 
Is there any official solution to use to energy deposited in Geant4 and transform it 
in primary electron to be used in Garfield++?

This is a question from FCC/CEPC communities where the detector digitization is 
needed and a simple smearing of the Geant4 track is not sufficient.

RD51 Collaboration meeting, Feb 2023 - CERN

https://indico.cern.ch/event/702782/contributions/2901395/attachments/1604015/2544118/Pfeiffer_Geant4_Garfield_RD51_2018.pdf
https://indico.cern.ch/event/855454/contributions/4596445/attachments/2357286/4023062/ACAT2021_1202.pdf


Now Garfield++ can simulate the induced signal and the electronics with the 
Sensor class. 

This is an amazing results but, as far I know, inside a simulation only one 
sensor/pad/strip can be defined.

A segmented readout would allow to reproduce several electronic channels, 
similarly to a real detector.

Readout segmentation

5Riccardo FarinelliRD51 Collaboration meeting, Feb 2023 - CERN

https://garfieldpp.web.cern.ch/documentation/doxygen/html/classGarfield_1_1Sensor.html


modelling scintillation in gases
(microscopically)

D. González-Díaz (IGFAE-USC)

with C. Azevedo (Univ. Aveiro), S. Biagi, 
M. Kuzniak (Astrocent, Warsaw), A. Saá-

Hernández (IGFAE-USC)
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State of the art
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IV. compute direct scintillation: photon 
tracing in Geant4 + optical properties of 
materials and gas
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A B S T R A C T

For several years, attempts have been made to interface Geant4 and other software packages with the aim
of simulating the complete response of a gaseous particle detector. In such a simulation, Geant4 is always
responsible for the primary particle generation and the interactions that occur in the non-gaseous detector
material. Garfield++ on the other hand always deals with the drift of ions and electrons, amplification via
electron avalanches and finally signal generation. For the ionizing interaction of particles with the gas, different
options and physics models exist. The present paper focuses on how to use Geant4, Garfield++ (including
its Heed and SRIM interfaces) and Degrad to create the electron–ion pairs stemming from the ionization
of the gas. Software-wise, the proposed idea is to use the Geant4 physics parameterization feature, and to
implement a Garfield++ or Degrad based detector simulation as an external model. With a Degrad model,
detailed simulations of the X-ray interaction in gaseous detectors, including shell absorption by photoelectric
effect, subsequent Auger cascade, shake-off and fluorescence emission, become possible. A simple Garfield++
model can be used for photons (Heed), heavy ions (SRIM) and relativistic charged particles or MIPs (Heed).
For non-relativistic charged particles, more effort is required, and a combined Geant4/Garfield++ model must
be used. This model, the Geant4/Heed PAI model interface, uses the Geant4 PAI model in conjunction with
the Heed PAI model. Parameters, such as the lower production cut of the Geant4 PAI model and the lowest
electron energy limit of the physics list have to be set correctly. The paper demonstrates how to determine these
parameters for certain values of the W parameter and Fano factor of the gas mixture. The simulation results
of this Geant4/Heed PAI model interface are then verified against the results obtained with the stand-alone
software packages.

1. Introduction

Geant4 (GEometry ANd Tracking) [1–3] is an object-oriented C++
toolkit for the simulation of the passage of particles through matter. In
particle physics, Geant4 is the most commonly used software package

< Corresponding author at: European Spallation Source (ESS AB), P.O. Box 176, SE-22100 Lund, Sweden.
<< Corresponding author.

E-mail addresses: dorothea.pfeiffer@cern.ch (D. Pfeiffer), lennert.dekeukeleere@kuleuven.be (L. De Keukeleere).

for Monte Carlo simulations. However, its application areas also include
nuclear and accelerator physics, as well as studies in medical and
space science. In recent years, the framework has been extended to
include low energy applications, and several extensions from different

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.nima.2019.04.110
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II. Compute excited states III. Compute scintillation precursors

IV. Integrate Geant4 and Garfield++ IV. Simulate optical response of MPGD structure

Example and history-line



Garfield++

Degrad

IIa. Computation of probability distribution of excited states

radiative cascade rates,
collisional cascade rates



IIb. Computation of atomic cascade, including quenching
decay constant 2-body collision rates

3-body collision rates

each value represents a vector!

it is mostly a parameter matrix 
and a cascade software
(stand-alone)

radiative cascade rates,
collisional cascade rates



IIc. Formation of scintillation precursors (excimers), including quenching

radiative cascade rates,
collisional cascade rates



IIc. Formation of scintillation precursors (excimers), including quenching

radiative cascade rates,
collisional cascade rates

excited
states

scintillation
precursors



III. Photon tracing (Geant4)

i-C4H10

C2H6

scintillation 
in gases



Illustrative photon outputs

spatial distributions

energy 
distributions

time distributions

scintillation 
in gases



Status

• Tools for computing primary and secondary scintillation for pure gases and mixtures
exist.
• They allow obtaining (𝜆, t, x, y, z).
• Big effort done for xenon.

• Argon started but stopped due to lack of manpower.
• Integration with Garfield++ started but stopped due to lack of manpower.
• Integration with Pyboltz started but stopped due to lack of manpower.

Outlook

• In the absence of additional funds or manpower, wait for an opportunity to develop 
the above items.

scintillation 
in gases
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Attachment and recombination in 
gaseous detectors

Medical Physics Applications

Faustino Gómez , José Paz, Diego González-Castaño, 
Nicolás Gómez-Fernández

Dpt. Particle Physics
Radiation Physics Laboratory

University of Santiago de Compostela, Spain
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The recombination problem
• FLASH radiotherapy has challenged the use of

ionization chambers as secondary standard for
dosimetry (especially electron beams). 

• Current knowledge of recombination is poor and 
analytical models do not describe correctly the
effect. 

• Electron deliveries can produce an instantaneous
dose rate of 3 MGy/s
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The recombination problem

Symbol Unit Definition                                                                                                                   .
𝑛𝑛+,𝑛𝑛−,𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑒 m-3 Positive ion, negative ion ane electron density, respectively
𝐼𝐼 m-3 s-1 Charge liberated per unit time and volume that escapes initial recombination
𝛼𝛼 m3 s-1 Volume recombination coefficient between ions
𝜃𝜃 m3 s-1 Volume recombination coefficient between electron and positive ions
𝑔𝑔 m-1 First Townsend coefficient
𝛾𝛾 s-1 Electron attachment coefficient
𝜇𝜇+,𝜇𝜇− m2 V-1 s-1 Positive and negative ion mobility, respectively
𝑣𝑣𝑒𝑒 m s-1 Electron drift velocity
𝐷𝐷+,𝐷𝐷−,𝐷𝐷𝑒𝑒 m2 s-1 Positive, negative ion and electron diffusion coefficient
𝐸𝐸 V m-1 Electric field across the ionization chamber
𝑉𝑉 V Voltage applied to the ionization chamber
𝑑𝑑 m Distance between electrodes
𝑒𝑒 C Elementary charge
𝜖𝜖 C V-1 m-1 Air permittivity
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The recombination problem
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Humidity matters

Electron drift velocity as a function of electric field is substantially different
in humid air respect to dry air for moderate electric field ( ~100 V/mm)

Advanced
Markus 
@ 300 V

UTIC 
0.25 mm
@ 300 V



Electron attachment

Advanced
Markus 
@ 300 V

UTIC 
0.25 mm
@ 300 V

The use of electric fields in excess of ~1500 V/mm will enhance the two-body
attachment processes and can yield an effective reduction of electron lifetime. 
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Charge multiplication

Simulation of charge multiplication for the
Ultra Thin Ionization Chamber (0.25 mm) 
chamber. Data from Rafael Kranzer (PTW). 

First Townsend coefficient has very 
limited experimental data in the 
region of electric field used in ICs.
Figure shows MonteCarlo method 
results from Magboltz. 

UTIC 0.25 mm @ 300 V



Numerical models
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Limited agreement between models and data. 
Data from Rafael Kranzer (PTW)  and Andreas Schüeller (PTB).
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Conclusions
• We need a better knowledge of ion and electron 

mobilities in air and their dependence with ambient 
conditions.

• Electron attachment (lifetime) through 2 and 3 body 
processes is poorly parametrized in many of the 
dosimetry articles.

• Ion-ion and electron-ion recombination coefficients has 
a large uncertainty (>10%). We even do not know if they 
have a dependence on the electric field and ambient 
conditions. 

• Current work has lead to a probable modification of the 
DIN protocol for dosimetry and the international Code 
of Practice. 



• Ion clustering and ion drift velocity
• Measurements of the clusters (laser)
• Solve differential equations – Model drifting ions
• Include drift velocities for different ions in Garfield++

• Other missing topics? 
• Please raise your hand – or write email

Missing Topics



At the end some personal thoughts
• Enlarge group of knowledgable people  à create group of future SW developers

• Simulation school … one afternoon is good start … but for simulations students need a project 
they can work on for a month … conveners can provide support (often supervisor at home 
institute cannot help debugging … creating group for mutual help

• Make tools more easy to use – especially interface with other SW 
• Make people contributing to the same project / same framework

• Maximalize impact of mainting this software centrally / by the collaboration
• Magboltz is FORTRAN, one-man project, need to decide how to move in future

• Bring the software into the 21st century
• Parallelize: MPI, openMP
• Accellerators: GPU, FPGA, 
• New techniques: Neural networks, Machine learning, …
• Modern code base for Garfield++ with automatic tests of pull requests etc …
• Need help/input from software engineers … knowledge of CPU Architecture, CUDA 

programming, advanced programming skills, …
• Example: ourobouros software developed, but developer moved on …

include space-charge effects with BEM method inside Garfield++
• Make SW work more attractive and more visible, give right recognition!

• Stimulate mix of Hardware & SW work – only few examples
• Get dedicated funding

• Knock on the door … and keep knocking … SW development is in ECFA Roadmap
• For EU funding need to reach out to industry (Plasma SW, SiPM simulations, …) need your HELP



• Disclaimer:
• I am not fully updated on the idea of WP – very busy week … often working during meetings

• Not sure how WPs can fit best into WG4:
• We should avoid at all costs that work ongoing right now in WG4 gets blocked or hurdled 

because of not finding the right WP, not passing review of Funding Agencies
• Should have a low-level entry ticket to individuals / small-size institutes

• Two Possibilities:
• Encourage all proponents submitting WPs to include a task in simulation and trying to maximize 

what can be done for SW Development
• All people working in various WPs on simulation can then meet in WG4 sessions
• Pro: groups tend to work more on Simulation & SW when they have direct benefit of the SW they are 

developing
• Neg: continuity, de-centralized work on SW, maybe not well coordinated, … ?

• One or few WG4 dedicated WPs:
• E.g. maintenance and development of Garfield++
• Will allow to have funding for PhD, Postdoc, Experts to work on SW
• Pro: centralized, WG/WP should keep an eye on all players in DRD1 and make sure usefulness

• Likely we end up with a mix of the above?

• Questions – Suggestions?

WG4 and Work Packages (WP) ?
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